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“

The Friday letter has been extremely well received and has become one of
the most effective ways I have for sharing the things that I see and hear
with a wider audience. ...It is a tool that is successfully connecting the
many and varied audiences of a large public university campus.
— Chancellor Timothy P. White

Overview

”

In an atmosphere of furloughs and budget reductions, the Chancellor’s Office challenged
Computing & Communications to design and implement a system to send out Friday
Letters – brief accounts of recent goings-on around campus, generally highlighting the
positive impacts of UC Riverside and its faculty, staff, students, and alumni. The challenge
was to create a system and a process to enable the Chancellor to compose a message in
Microsoft Word, in this case – and pass it on to his staff to distribute via e-mail, the web,
and campus portals, all in as automated and transparent a way as possible.
Each Friday the letter is sent to tens of thousands of people via e-mail, automatically
appears in the faculty/staff and student portals at 7:30 a.m., and is published to its own
website and RSS feed – all ”automagically” and with no further intervention from the
Chancellor’s office. Readers of the letter can then go to the Friday Letters website and leave
feedback about the letter, which is then available to the Chancellor’s Office and other key
people in the University. All of this happens with a minimum of human interaction; once
the letter is entered in the system and scheduled for publishing, the role of the Chancellor’s
office is over, and the only subsequent actions taken by humans involve releasing the letter,
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which is automatically sent out at midnight, from the e-mail lists’ moderation queues.
C&C has developed this system based entirely on open-source software and mapped out a
process that makes all this possible, enabling this wildly successful new communications
outlet to take flight.

Highlights
• The Friday Letters are e-mailed to approximately 67,000 faculty, staff, students,
alumni, and supporters
• The Friday Letters website receives approximately 2,000 visits, on average, when new
letters are published
• In the period of time between February 19th and May 10th 2010, 71 comments were
received via the feedback system
• Prior to implementation of the feedback system, approximately 40 responses to the
Friday Letters were sent using the Dear Chancellor form on the Chancellor’s website
• The Friday Letters are mentioned as an example of the trend toward increased,
strategic communication between University leadership and constituents in The
Chornicle of Higher Education (”Harsh Economy Drives New Brand of
Communication From the Top” – See section 10, ”Say It Often.”)

Distributing the Friday Letters
To reach widest possible appropriate audience, the Friday Letters are distributed several
ways:
• Via e-mail:
– To all current faculty and staff via traditional Mailman mailing lists
– To all current students via a custom, in-house developed bulk mail application
– To parents, alumni, donors, friends of the university, and others via Raisers Edge
• On the web:
– The latest Friday Letter is posted to the front page of the Friday Letters
website, and the previous week’s letter is automatically archived
– The faculty/staff and student portals (R’Space and R’Web, respectively)
automatically display the Friday Letter in a modal window on Friday mornings
– Readers may subscribe to the Friday Letters RSS feed in the RSS reader of their
choice
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The Publishing Process

Chancellor’s Office submits the
letter to the Friday Letter
Publisher’s mailgroup

The Chancellor's IT Lead or substitute
logs in and copies/pastes the letter
into the Friday Letter System

He/she schedules the letter to be
published on Friday at 12:00 a.m.

He/she uses Friday Letter
systems built-in email function to
send a copy to Friday Publishers
group

At midnight, the Friday Letter
system publishes the Letter

University Advancement passes
this copy on to their lists in
Raisers Edge

The letter is automatically sent
to faculty, staff and student
e-mail lists

The former week's Friday
Letter is automatically
archived

Letter is automatically
displayed in R'Web and
R'Space, starting at 7:30 a.m.

C&C operators approve and release the
Letter to faculty, staff, and students
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Technology & Implementation
Although the Friday Letters do not constitute a traditional blog, there were enough
similarities that blogging software was an obvious starting point; we chose WordPress for a
number of reasons:
• Open Source: No existing blogging platform (or any other content management
system or web publishing tool) did everything exactly the way we needed it to be
done. The fact that we could write our own custom plugins, customize existing
plugins, and, when necessary, modify the core code, was key to implementing the
right kind of system.
• Themeable: We used a custom theme for WordPress that is compliant with
University branding. The Friday Letters site mimics the look of a standard UCR
website, even though it is very different under the hood from a standard site.
• User Friendly: WordPress is extremely user-friendly even for Web novices. Because a
wide variety of people, with a wide spectrum of technical expertise, were to be
involved in the Friday Letters, usability was key.
• Administrator Friendly: WordPress is built on PHP and MySQL, both of which C&C
has extensive experience with. WordPress also includes a very friendly administrative
backend for managing users, plugins, updates, and feedback. It is straight-forward to
integrate WordPress with UCR’s single sign-on Central Authentication Service.
Having chosen our platform, we implemented three distinct WordPress installations
(development, testing, and production), along with production and test e-mail lists. All
installations were initially set up with WordPress 2.8.4 with a number of plugins; updates
to WordPress core and plugins are tested and applied as they are released.

Enhancements
The initial implementation of the Friday Letters in September of 2009 was a simple
publishing tool. Once the initial rollout was deemed a success, we were able to begin
adding various enhancements to the Friday Letters:
• Feedback: The first major enhancement (and most significant new feature) we rolled
out was a feedback system. We built this on the existing WordPress comments
functionality, but with the key difference that feedback on a Friday Letter is not
published publicly. Instead, we built a custom interface for viewing Friday Letters
feedback that is available only to a group of key staff members.
• Scheduled E-mails: The e-mail list software we use (Mailman) maintains the original
sent time when messages are released from the moderation queue. This was an issue
for some e-mail clients, which would show the Friday Letters as being sent the
afternoon or evening of the Thursday before. To resolve this we implemented a
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customized plugin that automatically sends the Friday Letter at the time it is
published, i.e. at midnight for scheduled posts or immediately for any special edition
Friday Letters.
• Download as PDF: The Chancellor’s Office requested the ability for readers of the
Friday Letters to download a given letter as a PDF file to print or share. We did this
by using a heavily modified version of the As-PDF plugin.
• Future Enhancements: The flexibility and power of WordPress as a platform allows
us to continually improve the Friday Letters experience. To that end, we have a
number of enhancements on the horizon:
– Feedback reply system: In addition to providing an interface for staff to view
the Friday Letters feedback, we need to be able to capture staff responses to
feedback. An interface for doing so is currently under development and should
be ready for release by the end of the Spring quarter.
– Tagging and Categories: Currently we are not taking advantage of WordPress’s
built-in tag and category functionality. This is something we would like to
implement in the future, to allow both the Chancellor’s Office and readers to see
what topics the Chancellor has written about in the Friday Letters. Tags and
categories can also help the Chancellor’s Office see what topics are most relevant
to the UCR community.

Timeline
July 31, 2009

Chancellor’s Office sends a brief requesting a system for the
Chancellor to publish a weekly Friday Letter

August 26, 2009

Initial demonstration for Chancellor’s Office and University
Advancement

September 17, 2009

End-to-end test of Friday Letters test environment

September 24, 2009

Inaugural Friday Letter scheduled to publish

September 25, 2009

Inaugural Friday Letter successfully published and released to
campus and community

February 12, 2010

Feedback system demonstrated to Chancellor’s Office

February 19, 2010

Feedback system implemented in production

February 25, 2010

E-mail scheduling implemented to resolve e-mail timestamp
issue

March 19, 2010

Downlad as PDF links implemented
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Responses
From the Chancellor’s Office

“

The idea of a weekly chancellor’s letter is something I brought with me
from the University of Idaho. I wanted to replicate it here and that
meant creating a new interface that not only gave my staff plenty of
control over when the letter is sent, but allowed a reader to quickly reply
with feedback. The Friday letter has been extremely well received and has
become one of the most effective ways I have for sharing the things that I
see and hear with a wider audience. The two-way communication is
especially important and I have received numerous compliments,
dramatic stories appeals for help and just notes of appreciation from
parents, faculty members, students, deans and donors. It is a tool that is
successfully connecting the many and varied audiences of a large public
university campus.
— Chancellor Timothy P. White

”

“

The Friday Letter is a unique tool that has touched the lives of all
members of the UC Riverside community. This communication device
has had wide spread appeal that extends from community, staff, alumni
and students to Regents and Presidents of other college campuses. The
letter has taken on a life of its own with a feedback tool that allows the
Chancellor to be interactive with those who subscribe to the letter. The
personal nature of the letter has touched a chord in a community and the
Chancellor’s style of delivering the message has mass appeal. This tool
continues to evolve with a life of its own. Feedback leads to honest
interactions between administration and community as well as solutions
to issues that are problematic at best. The Friday letter application will
be a part of this Chancellor’s legacy.
— Jessica Darin, Executive Assistant to the Chancellor

”
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From the Audience

“

Thank you, Tim, for your timely letter. We all feel the pain of the
students’ financial crunch. Your letter has inspired my wife and I to
commit to increasing our support of UCR in the form of donations to
scholarships. You really are making a difference in our community.
Thanks again.
— Joseph Barr, Member, AGSM advisory board

”

“

I would like to express my sincere Thank You for your Friday letters.
Your geninue passion for the success of UCR and the compassion you
feel for the UCR community is evident. Your letters are something I look
forward to each Friday morning and as a staff member of this campus
and of this community of 15 years, it is exciting to finally feel as though
our Chancellor connects with us and cares about us.
— Mela Fezzey, Recruitment Services Operations
Supervisor, Human Resources

”

“

Just wanted to mention that I have come to really look forward to reading
the Friday letter. In fact, I read the letters even though I have been away
from campus for several months and will not return until May. They
keep me connected to campus. And they keep you, as Chancellor,
connected to the rest of us on campus. I applaud your energy and
commitment to providing timely and interesting information through
your letters. I look forward to the next one!
— Alec Gerry, Associate Extension Specialist, Department
of Entomology

”

“

I just wanted to send a brief note letting you know that I am so very
impressed with your Friday letters. This regular communication to the
UCR community is a wonderful thing. Leaders in all realms would
benefit from following your example, though not as much as the ones
reading the letters. Your concern, compassion and intelligence come
through loud and clear in these letters, and I look forward to them each
week. Thank you for taking the time to do this.
— Debra Billings-Merlos, Alumna, class of 1992

”
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“

Thank you for your Friday letters. They are a wonderful way to directly
link UCR with families and the community. Thank you for taking the
time to write them. It says so much about your character and your
leadership of such a great institution. These letters make a large
organization seem small (that’s a good thing!).
— Laura Roughton, Parent

”

On the Web
Main Site http://fridayletters.ucr.edu/
Support Site http://cnc.ucr.edu/fridayletters/
The Chronicle of Higher Education Harsh Economy Drives New Brand of
Communication From the Top
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